Attention is directed in this note towards certain empirical methods of resistivity sounding interpretation which have gained acceptance in many engineering applications, especially in the United States.

The methods in question, the Barnes Layer Method (Barnes, 1952) and the Moore Cumulative Method (Moore, 1945) are entirely without theoretical support. They have been criticised by Muskat (1945) and Mooney (1954), who showed that the interpretations reduce to a Gish-Rooney technique (Gish and Rooney, 1925), because depths are equated to electrode spacings. In Moore’s method, though, there is possibly some advantage through smoothing, since the cumulative curve serves to minimise the effect of purely local surface anomalies and errors of measurement. The work of Muskat and Ewing (1941) has shown that there is no simple relationship between depth and electrode spacing, but depends on the resistivity contrast. Depth determinations by these empirical methods are therefore considered erroneous. However, in a surprisingly large number of field tests, the Barnes Layer Method and the Moore Cumulative Method have been reported to have given reasonably satisfactory results (Ruedy, 1945; Happ, 1946; Shepard, 1949; Moore, 1952, 1957, 1961; Barnes, 1954; Malott, 1966 and others) and their continued use has been partly justified on the basis that resistivity interpretation must be considered pragmatically. More commonly, though, failure to reject such methods is because oversimplified theory and empirical analyses are purveyed in sales brochures and the like and then used by those not specialised in resistivity interpretation. To evaluate the two methods, over one hundred, two and three layer, theoretical resistivity curves covering a fairly wide range of conditions were used as accurate known solutions against which to test the validity and range applicability of the Barnes Layer and Moore Cumulative Methods. The theoretical curves (Orellana & Mooney, 1966, 1972) were computer reduced and interpreted by both methods and then compared with the model from which the resistivity values were calculated. The following brief summary of conclusions reached will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming paper.

BARNES LAYER METHOD
1. The Barnes Layer Method yields the correct configuration of increasing/decreasing layer resistivities for 2-layer cases and 3-layer A type and Q type cases. However, for 3-layer H type and K type cases, the interpreted second layer resistivity largely fails to attain the true minimum or maximum value respectively. In some cases, where the theoretical intermediate layer is thinner than the first layer, it is missed altogether in the interpretation, and only a two-layer situation is inferred.
2. Errors in calculated depths are generally much greater than 70%.
3. Errors in computed layer resistivities at electrode spacings corresponding to the true depths in each model, vary from 50% to 350%.

MOORE CUMULATIVE METHOD
1. The Moore Cumulative Method only gives the correct trend of relative resistivity values for 2-layer cases and A type and Q type 3-layer cases. H type cases are falsely interpreted as Q type cases, or occasionally as A type cases. K type cases are normally misinterpreted as A type cases, or sometimes as Q type cases.
2. If the depth in question is known, it is always easy to find two tangents to the cumulative curve which will intersect to be a correct solution, with an accuracy of 10% or less. However, most cumulative curves exhibit gentle curvature rather than taking the form of a straight line, so, in actual field tests where depths are unknown, the method must be used with caution.
3. In nearly all cases, there exists more tangent intersection points than theoretical model discontinuities. There is no way of differentiating true discontinuities from those which are fictitious and the problem arises of trying to assign geological significance to only some of the intersection points.
Because of excessive errors in the interpreted resistivity configuration and in the actually determined depths and layer resistivity values, it is concluded that the use of these methods could result in highly misleading assessments of site conditions.
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